Introduction
Exchange rate fluctuation, values of shares, futures and options are random or quasirandom processes, and many "objective" (or perceiving as such) and random or seeming (perceiving) as random factors influence on them.
Here a number of questions arise. Whether it is possible on the basis of analysis of limited numerical sequence of financial instrument cost to draw a conclusion about the nature of statistical processes underlying the observed event, specifically, to decide a question about stationarity (quasi-stationarity) of the process, to restore probability density upon observed data, to calculate probability of certain events etc.?
Preceding the result of suggested work, it is necessary to point out that the answer is positive, specifically, within the framework of not so critical axiomatics, creation of desired statistics on the basis of analysis of random or quasirandom sequences of financial instrument costs is possible.
Furthermore, according to the author, solution of the problem is essentially eased because we do not speak about simulation of complicated natural processes, but only about simulation of decision making method used by market participants, who have the same initial information and comparable computational and analytical capabilities, which pursue well-defined and, generally speaking, obvious target. Let's express the random function in the form of linear combination of functions 
Model of nonlinear stochastic wavelets (NSW model)
can be represented as a path integral [2] . Nonlinear effects can be taken into account using diagrammatic method. Specifically, we can say that for nonlinear model the spectral potency (Fourier transform of two-point twin correlation function), some times has power asymptotics, i.e. observed "fractalness" of signal is only the result of nonlinearity of the model. In general J -dimensional case fulfillment of additional requirement, i.e. condition of detailed balance [3] , is required and it is natural. However, if stationary solution exists, then it always can be represented in y . This result can be received based on the principle of maximum informational entropy [3] or using inequation of RaoCramer. In this case the moments
are limitations (links), under which we find extremum
be adequate set of orthogonal functions, for example, Ermiht polynoms of k order.
Aim of further stochastic simulation is reconstruction of motion equation (1) and conditional probabilities within the framework of made suppositions based upon available observations (experimental information) or, that is equivalent, determination of decomposition values in proportion (2) .
To solve the problem we shall use extremal principle, i.e. we shall define the value
in such a manner that minimize functionals that are norms of differences of observed and simulated values averaged per random process with measure function P . After differentiating these expressions with respect to 
Alternative variant is use of convolution
. In this case criteria T is interval of parcel redistribution decision making, and B A, are points of purchase and sale of financial instruments. In Figure 3 there is relation between the average profit and the share fraction in parcel against the time for optimal portfolio of AT&T Inc, Dell Inc. and the Bank of America over a period January 1, 2009 to June 30, 2009 . We use Daubechies wavelets. As opposed to Figure 2 , cost of the parcel is represented at point of time, when decision about redistribution of instruments in the parcel is made.
Experimental proof of NSW model
Trading was carried out in computer-aided mode without readjustment of the algorithm over a period of a half year. Only risk levels In ordinary moment the parcel is shared equally between AT&T Inc, Dell Inc and the Bank of America.
However, in the process of trading according to NSW algorithm, redistribution of the parcel in favor of the Bank of America for the account of Dell Inc. takes place. Accumulated profit of the parcel is less than in case of dealing in the Bank of America shares (Figure 2 ), but it is achieved with the less risk.
Discussion about the results
In table 1 Parameters of standard algorithm were chosen to the effect that maximum earning power is provided. In this context, when comparing the algorithms, the well-known models had the advantage a priori; i.e. the parameters were chosen according to the process, which had been already realized (in reality it is natural that "future" is unknown).
Proposed NSW algorithm was implemented as close as possible to reality; predictions and control were fulfilled on the basic of knowing the previous system status only. Advantages of proposed algorithm are essentially for all financial instruments. There was significant negative trend with strong volatility. Standard algorithms turn out to be unprofitable.
NSW algorithm allows receiving of small, but stable profitability. The results analogous to those represented in tables 1 and 2 were received in automatic trading with other financial instruments, particularly with futures of Brent (BR-6.10, BR-7.10, BR-8.10, BR-9.10).
Thus, non-Markov generalization of Ito equation in wavelet-space enables implementation of "short" predictions of the most probable path of price change and statistics in the neighborhood of this path. Jointly with stationary distribution it enables to optimize the system of automatic trading.
